Process Control Security Research Projects

Lightning talks on research projects directly relevant to users and vendors of SCADA and process control systems

Moderator:
Ulf Lindqvist, SRI International

Co-organizers:
Marcus Sachs, Verizon
Alfonso Valdes, SRI International

Today’s Speakers

- Intrusion Detection Technologies within Process Control
  - Sean Kujawa, Shell Global Solutions
- The TCIP Testbed for Power Grid Security
  - David Nicol, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
- Commercialization of the RiskMAP Technology
  - Tom Stogdale, Matrikon, Inc.
- SCADA Cyber Attack Alert Tool (CAAT)
  - Simon Hennin and Teh-Kuang Lung, Raytheon
- Temporal-Structural Security Event Correlation with PQS
  - Vincent Berk, Process Query Systems LLC
Examples of High-Impact Government-funded R&D

This illustration shows some examples of research and development efforts and is not meant to be exhaustive nor authoritative.

PCS/SCADA Security Research Reception and Networking Event

- Join us tonight for an informal gathering
  - Meet the speakers and other researchers
  - Find out more about today’s hot research topics and emerging solutions
  - Let the researchers know what your issues and concerns are
  - Bring your business cards!